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Editor’s Note
Wow! We are two months into the new year
already... We start a new volume with high
expectations for the months ahead, as we gear up
to open up our respite home at Lekki. The
provision has been immeasurable this month, as
we received several equipments and donations for
the Respite Home. Fair Life Africa Foundation,
in keeping with our Collaborate For Change
agenda, continues to work with new and old
partners to make the world a better place for
everyone. As well as engaging in advocacy, we
offer practical interventions that will affect
positively the lives of many vulnerable children.
Do read on, and let us know if and where you’d
like to come in and lend your support too.

At the Juvenile Welfare Centre, Alakara, making
Valentine’s Day Cards

Child Sponsorship for Sami

Sharing Love on Valentine’s Day

Many of you may know that Fair Life Africa has
established a relationship with the Ministry of
Youths, Sports and Social Development
(MYSSD), through our regular visits to their
Correctional Centre for Boys at Oregun, Lagos.
For the first time, we are collaborating to find a
sponsor for one of the boys resident there now.
Sami* (* implies fictional name) is a sweet, quiet,
12 year old boy, who ended up on the street by
misfortune. His only guardian is an alcoholic
ritualist, who would send him to Kuramo Beach to
perform rituals and say prayers. On one of these
trips, he lost the money and ritual materials given
him, and couldn’t return home. There started his
life on the streets. He was among the boys we
took to Oregun in August last year, but he has
been there for over six months now.

The Juvenile Welfare Centre (JWC), Alakara, is one
of two centres, run by the Nigeria Police, to care for
lost and runaway children. These centres are in need
of rehabilitation, because they are ill-equipped, and the
staff (all police officers) are in need of training and
resources to perform their duties effectively. Since our
first visit in November last year, we have continued to
show concern for the children at the centre, and have
visited severally to support with provisions.

We first met Sami during our Breakfast and Talk
outreaches to Kuramo Beach in May 2011. He
told us that he would like to be a nurse when he
grows up. He is currently learning how to make
baskets, as his vocation at the centre, and is
studying at Primary 1 level there. Despite
establishing contact with his guardian, and his
parents (who both have severe mental health
challenges), the Centre has deemed them all unfit
Carers, and he is desperately in need of a
sponsor to support him through boarding school or
a foster parent. Fair Life Africa is unable to
accommodate him, as we only offer short-term
accommodation now, with a view to reconciliation.
If you can help, please call us on 08058711125.

On Valentine’s Day, we decided to make a special visit
to the centre with four other organizations; Bake For
Change, Beyond the Classroom Foundation, The
Reach Out Team and Keeping It Real Foundation.
The team provided the children and Centre with treats,
drinks, toys, gift bags, sanitary pads, clothes, books
and special bags of personal care items. The number
of children at the centre varies from day to day and, on
this day, there were seven; two boys and five girls. We
read the classic love tale of ‘Jacob and Rachel’ from
the Bible, and had a fun time dramatizing it for the kids.
Afterwards, each visitor partnered with a child to
design valentine cards. It was truly a beautiful way to
spend the day, and the painfully shy kids we met had
brightened up and were dancing joyfully by the time we
were ready to leave.
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FLA partnered with KIR Foundation, Bake for Change, The
Reach Out Team and Beyond the Classroom Foundation

Child Protection Network at Work
Great News! David*, Martha’s 11 year old son, who ran
away November last year, has been located. He found
his way down to Delta State, where his father lives, and
has been staying with his father’s sister since last year.
However, Martha learnt about this from the aunty, when
she made a visit to Martha, and decided to take Darren*
(8yrs) away with her too. Darren wanted to join David in
Delta, and Martha, who has struggled to look after them
since her stroke in May 2011, couldn’t refuse.

An outing for Tom
to mark his 16th
Birthday
In the picture, Tom,
Ayo and two of his
friends

Fair Life Africa shared this case with the Child
Protection Network (CPN, an initiative of UNICEF), and
the case has been referred to the Delta State CPN
Coordinator. We have initiated a multi-agency effort to
monitor and protect Darren and David, whose separation
from their mother puts them at risk. If the children are
not well looked after or made to work as ‘house helps’,
they may very well end up on the streets. Martha has
also been referred to other agencies supporting women.

A Day to Remember for Tom
Tom* had a really good time, when Fair Life Africa took
him on a sponsored trip to GET Arena, Lagos, on the
28th of January to mark his 16th birthday. He was
accompanied by his uncle and two friends. They played
several games at the arcade and rode on the race track.
They lunched at Mr Biggs and returned home with gift
bags too. The boys were also given clothing donations.

Advocacy Corner
st

We are gearing up to go, equipping the home
with necessary appliances and furnishings

OUR OBJECTIVES
To enrich the lives of the most impoverished in society;
To support and empower the most vulnerable members
of society, enabling them to live a fair life; To effect
positive changes in their lives through social initiatives
and programs

On the 31 of January, the Forum (Forum of Child
Practitioners Concerned With Street Children) met as
planned to discuss our advocacy approach with the
JWC, previously mentioned above. We are compiling
our reports to develop an evidenced-based advocacy
document, which will be shared with the relevant
government departments on the way to make these
centres competent for the high task they have been
mandated with. During our discussions, we also
identified the need for individual organizations,
particularly Forum members, to develop their own
knowledge and understanding on the existing laws and
procedures. The Forum is organizing a training on the
Child’s Rights Act.
WATCH THIS SPACE

www.fairlifeafrica.org
www.facebook.com/fairlifeafrica
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To whom honour is due…
Supporters this month, whose contribution Fair Life Africa
wishes to recognize, are:
More financial donors…
Financial Contributions
• MnK Ambrosia
• Strength Security Ltd
Bakery
• Carol Parker
• Onome Imoyin• Oscar Uba
Omene
• Orerhime Iwuagwu
• Nelson Egboboh
• Sunday Ojo
• Taiwo Asaju
• Wale Adubi
• Seun Babalola
• Ama Ejekukor
• Richard
• Secinda Akerele
Ohoreoghene
• Sule Otun
• Blessing
• Samuel Odusanya
• Victor Umerah
• Oria Aburime
• Ada Okoro
• Toba Folusho
• Michael Inedu
• Lilian
• Charles Alabi
• Ogo Okafor
• Ufuoma Bojeghre
• Fisayo Akande
• Val Afegbai
• Tony Anselem
• Akpevwe Ogboru
• Shade Akinola
• Mr and Mrs Bola• Oyebola Olugbemi
Sadipe
• Agnes Umokoro
• Mr and Mrs Aliu
• Toyin Oshinowo
• Chioma Oparadike
• Funmi Ogunseye
Physical Donations
• Samuel Ohonusi
• Abayomi Onasanya
• Olanrewaju Fajinmi
• Funmi Momodu
Professional Support
• Wale Famakinwa
• Olanrewaju Fajinmi
• Uruemu-Esiri
• David Egbe
Oghen
• Tariere.com
• Evelyn Enefole
• Bake For Change
• The Reach Out Team (Joyworld Communications)
• Keeping It Real Foundation
• Beyond the Classroom Foundation
• Freedom Foundation (Genesis House)
• Project Alert on Violence Against Women
• Humanitarian Care for Displaced Persons
• Arrows of God Orphanage
• Nigeria Network of NGOs
• Taiwo Akinlami Inspires
• Child To Child Network

Corporate Partner and Sponsors

COLLABORATE WITH US!
Sponsor a Child with
Fair Life Africa
Foundation
fairlifeafrica@gmail.com

We are changing the world, one child at a
time… JOIN US!

WANT TO HELP?
EMAIL: CCCINITIATIVE@GMAIL.COM
OR CALL US ON 08058711125

Friends with Initiative
• Mary O Bashua-Alimi (Youth Connect on RC)
PLEASE DONATE ONLINE
http://www.globalgiving.co.uk/pr/9200/proj9103a.html
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The Street Child Agenda
Fair Life Africa continues to host the Street Child Agenda radio programme on Radio Continental 102.3fm.
Last month, we discussed ‘The Role of Domestic Violence’ and ‘The Impact of National Conflict’ on the rise of
street children. We later discussed ‘Creating Child-Friendly Spaces’, with The Reach Out Team, and Arrows of
God Orphanage, as a preventative, as well as a therapeutic, approach to the street child problem. Next week,
th
February 28 , we have a special guest from UNICEF Nigeria, Mrs Roselyn Akinroye, the Child Protection
Specialist in Lagos. We will be talking about the ‘Child Protection Network’ and child protection in general. Do
tune in every Tuesday at 11am to support our campaign to inform and educate the public on this phenomenon.

Gearing Up To Go…
We have been very encouraged this month with the provisions we have received, as we prepare to open the
Respite Home. Fair Life Africa has been equipped with a used car to enable our Social Workers to carry out
their visits and interventions; a used generator as an alternative power source to the home, necessary in
Nigeria; five air conditioners amongst other items. Two new staff were employed to provide support to the CEO
in carrying out her duties at this time. We are looking to employ Social Workers, Support Workers, a Matron
and other administrative staff to run the home. We have also been able to recommence renovation on the
external compound, which is still in need of repair ahead of opening, and continue to make minor modifications
to the home. We have been grateful with the generousity of friends and supporters, and organizations that have
come along beside us in this work. The CCC Respite Home will support twelve boys through a quarterly 12week rehabilitation programme, towards reconciliation with their families, once we open it for operation.

Make The Love Last…
On Valentine’s Day, we sent an email appeal to friends and supporters to ‘make the love last’. Some people
thought it was so sweet and great, others thought it was so cheesy and long! Whatever it is, it is an opportunity.
And we make the appeal to you again, how can you make your love last? Maybe you feel you are doing
enough already, or perhaps you just have too much on your plate. Everybody’s situation is different, and we
understand. However, we can always do something; the question is…what can you do? Do you have old
clothes wasting, books or other items you’re not using? Let us have what you don’t need, and you can be sure
we’ll find someone who needs it. If you are lost for ideas, tell someone new about Fair Life Africa Foundation
today. You never know whose life will be touched and what someone, like Sami or Tom, can become in future!

Join Us Today!
If you like our vision, why not join us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/fairlifeafrica)? We are also building our
team of dedicated staff and volunteers, so please send in your CVs and introductory letters to
fairlifeafrica@gmail.com. As always, we are committed to being an open and accountable organization for the
people, and look forward to updating you on our progress. Have an inspired month!
Please Donate to
Fair Life Africa Foundation
Guaranty Trust Bank
214/795111/110 – Naira
214/795111/210 – US $
214/795111/310 – UK £

Next issue out 30th March 2012
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